
500024 BALKO 80 80 x 25 x 25 19 kg 24 unit.

500025 BALKO 100 100 x 25 x 25 22 kg 24 unit.

500022 KUBE 45 45 x 45 x 45 22 kg 16 unit.

500023 KUBE 60 60 x 60 x 60 62 kg 12 unit.

500026 RETKUBE 99 99 x 40 x 45 62 kg 12 unit.

500027 RETKUBE 120 120 x 40 x 45 70 kg 12 unit.

500039 SKUARE 100 100 x 25 x 60 57 Kg 12 unit.

500073 TERRACE 100 100 x 29 x 80 95 Kg 8 unit.

500074 SILL 58 58x55 46 Kg 12 unit.

      FIBER CONCRETE PLANTERS (GFRC)

Quantity per 

pallet
WeightPLANTERS Reference Model Measure



500075 CONIK 40CONIK 40/40 21 kg 40/30x40H 21 kg 20 unit.

500076 CONIK 50/50 50/37,5x50H 32 kg 20 unit.

500077 CONIK 70/50 50/32,5x70H 40kg 16 unid.

500078 CONIK 60/60 60/45x60H 48kg 12 unit.

500079 CONIK 90/70 70,5/47,5x90H 115kg
on 

consultation

500080 CONIK 90/83 83/60x90H 145kg
on 

consultation

500081 CONIK 110/100 100/73x110H 408kg
on 

consultation



500082 CONIK 100/125 125/100x100H 530kg
on 

consultation

INFORMATION:

- Made of fiber-reinforced concrete - water-repellent;

- Resistant to freeze/thaw cycles and UV rays;

- Natural appearance;

- With drainage holes (warning if not desired);

- Thickness: 14-16mm (except for CONIK planters - thickness can vary from 25mm to 60mm);

- Colors: white, grey, black;

RECOMMENDATIONS and INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE: 

Installation of planters:
The location of the planters should be on a level and stable surface.
*If you want to put feet in the planters, they should be of the same height. If the planting is heavy, it is also 
recommended to place the feet in the center of the planter so that the weight is uniform.
It's recommended that a water repellent be applied to the inside of the planter.

The plantation:
Fill the pots with light soil, compacting slightly.
Choose a type of soil that facilitates water absorption and does not clog drainage holes. Water drainage is 
critical and it's important to water in moderation. The type of plant chosen must correspond to the capacity of 
the planter for the future (during its growth); It must not exceed the weight of the planter or cause 
compression.

Maintenance:
It's strictly forbidden to use flammable or toxic liquids in the planters, as this may damage the color of the 
concrete or the concrete itself. Sitting on planters or using force (e.g. kicking, etc.) is also prohibited.
It's recommended to use only clean water to wash the pots.

Warranty:
* After the material is unloaded, it becomes the full responsibility of the customer. If the product is delivered by a 
transport agency, the customer must check the pallet before signing the delivery note. Without notification, we 
will not accept to take delivery of the product if it is damaged during transport. If the carrier cannot wait to 
check the material, note on the packing slip that the pallet needs to be checked.

* We don't accept claims regarding the maintenance of our products; after purchase, their correct use is the 
customer's responsibility.

* Please note that the color of concrete may have some oscillations. This phenomenon is due to the natural 
concrete.

* In the case of a validated claim, only the value of the planter (not including the value of the plant, soil and 
labor) will be reimbursed. 


